My paper "A combinatorial universal ⋆-product" [JF13] contains an error rendering the central result incorrect. I apologize to any reader who hoped to use that result, and thank Thomas Willwacher, without whose questions the error would not have been found. The majority of that paper consists of correct ideas, which will appear in a new paper. This note, which replaces [JF13] on the arXiv, explains why the result is wrong, and where the error was in my proof.
There is no wheel-free universal ⋆-product
The central result claimed in [JF13] was the existence of a wheel-free universal ⋆-quantization of Poisson infinitesimal manifolds. Like any associative deformation problem, the problem of universal ⋆-quantization can be attacked directly, using a version of the Hochschild cochain complex. For the question of wheel-free universal ⋆-products, there is a version whose k-cochains are universal wheelfree formulas for differential operators of k inputs; the variable in these formulas is supposed to be a Poisson bivector. The ⋆-product itself is a sequence {a n } n∈N of 2-cochains; thus the obstruction to extending a quantization to nth order is a 3-cochain. My claimed construction was such that a n scaled as λ n under rescaling the Poisson bivector by λ; I will call any cochain with this behavior "nth-order."
It is not too difficult to check by hand that there are no 2-cocycles at 2nd or 3rd order. It follows that, if there exists a wheel-free universal ⋆-product to 3rd-order, then it is unique. A 3rd-order wheel-free universal ⋆-product was calculated by Penkava and Vanheacke [PV00] , who also calculated the 4th-order obstruction, and gave examples for which this obstruction is nonzero. It follows that there is no wheel-free universal ⋆-product.
Where my error lay
My proposed construction of a universal ⋆-product involved building a (translation-invariant and "quasilocal") action on the (cellular) chains on R of a cofibrant resolution of the properad Frob 1 of 1-shifted Frobenius algebras (i.e. the properad that controls the Frobenius algebra structure on H • (S 1 )). A more general result has been asserted by Wilson [Wil07] . The space of such actions can be studied by obstruction theory. Since Frob 1 = invFrob 1 is Koszul, its minimal cofibrant resolution is easily calculated, and one can see directly that if an action exists (lifting the action on homology), then it is unique up to a contractible space of choices, and moreover that such an action exists provided finitely many obstructions vanish. I proceeded to calculated these obstructions.
The error lies in the second display equation on page 10, wherein I gave an incorrect formula for the action of the generator − , which is (one of) the syzygies weakening the coassociativity condition. In the minimal resolution shFrob 1 of Frob 1 , this generator transforms in a copy of the 2-dimensional irrep of S 3 . However, my formula transformed only in the permutation representation of S 3 . Thus my formula could not be correct; the correct formula should be the average of the one I gave under the appropriate S 3 action. (The generators with two vertices imposing the Frobenius and counital axioms were correctly given.)
Using the correct formula, the obstruction to defining the action of the generator does not vanish at the chain level, although it does vanish at homology. In particular, this generator cannot be taken to act as 0. There is one final generator, this one with genus 2 and four vertices: .
Upon calculating its obstruction, one arrives at a non-zero multiple of the identity, and this does not vanish in homology. This is almost exactly the obstruction found by Merkulov [Mer04] . The end result of these calculations is, I think, quite surprising. There does not exist a translationinvariant and quasilocal action on Chains • (R) of any cofibrant replacement of the properad Frob 1 , at least not one that induces both the comultiplication on homology and the multiplication on cohomology. Translation invariance and quasilocality are very natural conditions to request if the chain-level structure is to have a geometric interpretation.
